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NOTHING TO THE POINT.

No. XXIV.

~ AM no admirer of Euclid, and I am not ashamed to own it.
~ Call me an Opic mouse, if you like, oh learned and erudite
reader, or a Sabellian boar, if you will, and pity me from the great
depths of your great mathematical heart, for this cavity of the
mind, this mist of error and B<cotian fog, this black-hole in a fair
city. But whatever you do, don't mention the subject of Euclid in
my hearing. Don't even allude to it, or think of it. I shall anti

cipate your thoughts by your looks, and then-well, a rough sea
passage in an oleaginous steamer would be nothing to the state of

my feelings. I shall suspect you at once and eye you askance with
all the genuine malignity of a goa-t or a Homeric hero, and our

friendship will be at an end. And yet I purpose to write a chapter
on Euclid myself, who profess disgust and hatred of it. Oh strange
and passing strange, this spirit of contradiction, this motive that
makes one advance to what one dislikes, that bids you court what
you would shun, that prompts us at the edge of the precipice to
leap off into the clear thin air and perish! But that is psychology,

and we do not want that.
Thus much by way of preface, then. So to begin. First let us

try and realize to ourselves who the author of this treatise was,

what kind of times he lived in, and what was his state generally.
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The enquiry will not be without interest, I think, inasmuch as his

book seems to have produced a great effect upon men's minds, and
in some juvenile instances a profound melancholy. I never can
think of him otherwise than as a most extraordinary being, though
at the same time a mingled feeling of pity and abhorrence rises
within me. Now for him. I '11 paint my idea of him to you.
Perhaps you will recognise the description, and if I seem to be
dealing hardly by him, you must allow that he deserves it. Picture
to yourself, then, a man the ugliest of men since born his sons;
large of head, narrow-shouldered, short of stature, game-legged,
sidelong in his gait; an immediate man in words and a wrangling,
not to be understood-Euclid! Conceive an animal whose whole
life was spent in a solution of problems and theorems, whose element
was Euclid. But it is indeed marvellous. Surely he could not
have been such as you or I-warm-blooded mammals with brains.
The times he lived in, too, must have been chaotic-times when
the seeds of things had not yet taken firm root, and when the jar
ring atoms that composed the matter of this world were wandering
inanely through the void with no fixed purpose, when all was war
and discord. In those drear days the mind must have been unset
tled, the imagination diseased. The air, unlike the air we now

breathe, was not purified, but thick and loathsome and foul, dark
and cloudy and full of direful shapes and portents flitting to and fro
in the murky gloom. :Mutilated multilateral figures, broken-down
squares with their sides jammed in, and jagged splinters of triangles
in countless throngs, must have been his atmosphere. Thus one
has to inhale his teaching with sense and ears erect, and mouth
open, fly-catcher wise, or not at all. Such ideas could only have
emanated from the brain of an opium eater or a madman.

I never could grasp (that's the word) the elements of Euclid.
To me Euclid always seemed an impalpable spectre, a lurid will-o'
the-wisp hovering over a treacherous marsh through which one could
neither swim, nor wade, nor make progress at all. I was always
bottom of my class, the last of the English without exception-and

that may account for much. Never could I be induced by any.
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amount of tempting questions coming round to desert my favorite
spot. I was grounded~there was no denying the fact. But at
the end of one half-year I was promoted, in consideration, as I still

imagine, of the long service I had seen. Then began my woes.
Arrived in the upper school, I was suddenly brought face to face
with the spectre that had always loomed before me. It was no
longer in the distance, but before me in all its naked horror. ·With
this spectre I had to wrestle, in mortal tremblement surely, for my
pastor was an austere man and on~ who loved the wand. How I
envied those favoured sons of fortune who could say their Euclid!
I never succeeded in bracing the nerves of my understanding to
take that leap in the dark that was required of me. I never had
the head to scale that monument more lasting than brass,nor to
face that yawning chasm spanned by the ponderous arch of Donkey
bridge. Strive how I would, my coltish nature always refused at
the exciting moment. The height was too giddy, the depth was
too remote to be pierced by my mental eyesight. And yet I have
survived, reader, and am still in possession of my reason-a little
grey perh8ps, a trifle stonter about the waistcoat, yet sane. I looked
on the face of the riddling monster, and lived. I am, however,
entirely destitute. I can understand a person takillg some sort of
interest in the classics. They form, so to speak, the terra firma
of worldly learning, the great explored continent of love, over
which one may contentedly journey without ever once raising one's
eyes and looking out across the waste of waters that make up the
great mathematical sea. That is cold and barren and cheerless.
But how grand and dignified are the classics! Take Thucydides
for instance. Lo.ok at the whole building of his history, at the
solid masonry of his style, at the compact and impenetrable arch
itecture of his sentences. Like blocks of gran!te they have defied
the washing of the storm, the lapse of centuries, and the ventures
of commentators. Through some of these stone walls no ray of
light has yet penetrated. From many, one will suffice. "But in
the supervening summer (or winter, as the case may be), the .Pelo

ponnesians and their allies invaded Attica, and Archidoomus, the
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son of Zuxidamus, was their leader. And sitting down before 0.,

they proceeded-to-begin-to ravage part of the land. But when the

inhabitants of O. continued-to-hold out and showed-no-signs of
giving in (for goodness' sake let us get all we can out of the imper

fect tenses), they returned home without doing anything." Grand

in the extreme! Don't you catch the scarlet fever even now,

though the trumpet-call comes to you through the corridors of

ages '1 Compared with this, what can Euclid do 1 To those who
have a taste for drawing, it may indeed be some little assistance in
depicting a fir-tree-make this branch equal to that, and bisect them

with a straight line in the middle, and afterwards put on leaves to
liking. But even so, it is an ignoble pursuit.

If a boy shows a prccocious aptitude for Euclid, I regard it as one
of the worst signs, and tho greatost misfortune that oan befall him.

Let me warn you against such u one. Keep your eye on him, and
beware of him as you would of an ox with a wisp o(hay on his
horn. Believe me, he is a suspieious person not to be trusted. There
is no knowing whut he may do. I have noticed such boys, and never
liked them. They are a pushing, petted lot, an ignavum pecu8 so far

as games are concerned, a rascal crew. They are never at home save

when abroad in the clouds founding Nephelococcuguias and other
such ginger-bread establishments. They are bad subjects, inasmuch

as they never cast off this slough of their nature, nor improve. In

after life, if they go to college, they rather grow worse. They
become votaries of the lowest principles, and imbibe strange ideas

about an unknown quantity. Finully, they end a career of gloom

by becoming seditious citizens, busybodies, wranglers! Is not this
sud ! Sud indeed.

Yet in spite of all this, Euclid is deserving of praise to a certain
extent. One can hardly help feeling that the honest simplicity of

his first definition is not altogether assumed. He seems conscious
that what he has to say is nothing to the point, und he lets it down

as gcntly as possible, though in decided language. Still he huwks
his trumpery wares with too much would-be good humour, and

starts by building on nothing. The dcsperutc meanness of the reductio
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ad absurdum, however, makes for him many enemies. I for one can
never pardon him for it. No doubt the dificulty is great, but even
then he does not meet it fairly. He leads us round the field without
trying to make a gap for the next comer, and then has recourse to
this kind of gate. There is a fault somewhere certainly. Instances
of this kind might be multiplied ad nauseam, but I spare you, and
retire,

And now, since paper had to be wasted, I have got through some
half-dozen pages, and I think you will all readily admit that what I
have said is "nothing to the point."

[We cannot snbscribe to all the opinions of om'learned contributor, and hope
that one of our readers will take np the cudgels for the :i\Iathematical cause
and send ns "something to the point." Ens.]

FROM HOMER.

~ING, Goddess, the wrath of the Peleid Achilles,
~ The wrath the Ach<eans so dearly did rue,
While heroes unburied-so mighty Zeus' will is,-

Were hurled down to Hades before they were due,
Since first in the council came strife to divide
From godlike Achilles the royal Atreid.

Awed by the word, the old man silently
Paced by the beach of the confused loud sea;
And long he prayed, as far he wended on,
To king Apollo, fair-haired Leto's son:
And bright Apollo heard him, and came down,
With wrathful heart, from high Olympus' crown,
His bow and covered quiver all his back;
And in his rage clattered the arrows slack
U pall his shoulders, as he moved along;

He went like night, and from the sailors' throng
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Sat far, and shot an arrow thithenvard ;
Loud clanged the silver bow; in fear they heard.

At first he aimed at mules and fleet-foot hounds,
. But presently at men, his piercing wounds,

And ever thickly burnt the pyres of dead:
Nine days among the host the God's bolts sped.

A DAY'S YACHTING AT PLYMOUTH."

M.H.G.

~S I. was staying for a few weeks on the 'Hoe' last autumn, I
~ spent much of my time in visiting the neighbourhood, both by
rail and water; during which time I gained much local information,
and saw some very pretty, nay, I may say, some lovely scenery,
although most of the leaves had fallen, and those yet remaining were

planning how quickly they could do so. But to return to my subject.
The Hoe being situate on the summit of a hill, you are obliged to
descend some distance by a steep path, in order to get down to the
sea. At this part of the shore there is no beach, but the sea comes
up to the edge of the rocks, above which the road is built. The
smallest kind of craft which can be obtained are stoutly-built boats,
of such dimensions as on an emergency to carry twenty passengers,
or when fewer than this need to be accommodated, to be heavily
weighted with ballast; they are furnished with two spritsails
and a jib. Here let me remark, in passing, that Plymouth, as a
place for yachting, has this great recommendation, viz., that the
seamen are not importunate. Each boat is accompanied by two
sailors, at the moderate fare of eighteenpence per hour. No smaller
boats can be procured, inasmuch as the Sound is liable to severe
gales from the S.W. Of the boatmen themselves I cannot speak too

highly in point of respectability and fairness. In fact it is very
• The author requests us to state that this has before appeared in Land and Water.
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rare that they even ask you if you want a boat, but wait until you
tell them so; and they can afford to talk to you about the weather,
shipping, etc., without, at the end of their dialogue, wishing to

drink your health, or even to be paid for it. For instance, after
conversing with one of them for more than an hour one sultry after
noon, and being about to take my departure, I imagined I was

.dealing with the sort of men one meets with at Brighton, etc., and
accordingly asked him if he would have some tobacco. Imagine my
surprise at his answering: "No, thank you, sur; I have sume I"
Now when you compare this with the brawling importunity of the
boatmen at Brighton, Hastings, and even little Eastbourne (remem
bering that at these places the fare.for l) boat with only one seaman

is half-a-crown an hour), I think you will agree with me that the
sailors at Plymouth are the more civilised.

On leaving the Hoe we move out into the sound; passing on our
right hand Drake's Island, which has a small crescent at one

end, and semi-circular fort at the other. This fort, rumour saith,
has been in construction for very many years, and is yet far from

completion. While we are running with a stiff breeze under reefed
mainsail, and storm-jib, from Drake's Island out into Cawsand Bay,
let us rest on our oars a moment and" take our bearings." Parallel
with Drake's Island we observe five large buoys, distant about one
hundred yards from each other, and painted with divers colours.
Four of these denote the anchorage of certain favoured vessels
belonging to Her Majesty's Government; while the fifth, painted
black, was used before the breakwater was built, for the purpose of

warning ships off a ridge of rocks; and to keep up this, each
vessel paid one shilling on entering the Sound, as a kind of harbour

due. But what have we here 1 'That means this audacious little
steamer of only a few tons register, wh~ch passes athwart our bows,
and threads her way among the merchantmen anchored round us;

This, be it said, is the harbour-master's boat, and is at present
going round to those vessels which have not yet "paid up" their
toll; for a vessel pays the Government the sum of one shilling every

time of entering the Sound, even supposing that it does not intend
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to anchor inside; or five shillings per annum. The Spanish Govern

ment, however, has the felicity of paying for everyone of their
ships that enter the Sound, four shillings instead of one; being a

slight acknowledgment on our part of the heavy dues they impose
on our ships. 11.. little farther out wc see two white marks on the

cliff side of Mount Edgecombe, corresponding with two similar ones

on the cliffs of the opposite shore. On enquiry, our skipper informs
us that these marks (as well as two on the Hoe, and two at the cnd
of the breakwater,) denote the boundaries of the anchorage of all

vessels not belonging to the English Government, and that any
vessel anchoring outside the lines between these marks, "very soon

has the Government tug after it, to drive it out of those parts."
Forts protect the Sound on all· sides, being stationed on the hills

which lie off the shore. Passing by Cawsaild Bay, in the furthest
corner of which is a fishing village of no mean calling, we make a
fast run to the breakwater; and at that point I think we shall do
well to lie to awhile and examine the finest piece of masonry which

protects the south coast.
The breakwater, distant three miles from the Hoe, and one mile

in length all but a few yards, is composed of enormous granite
blocks, welded together with fastenings at the joints. Towards
the ocean it is so made as to shelve down to the water's edge,

obviously with this great advantage over the breakwater at Port

land, viz. : that the sea breaks completely over it; but not having

anything to catch hold of, so to speak, it cannot do any damage.
Whereas we all know how the sea washed through the centre of
the Portland breakwater, which induced the authorities at that

place to construct a fort on either side of the ruption. This mag
nificent structure has a lighthouse at the West end, and instead of

being built in a straight line, as it appears to be from shore, there
is an obtuse angle at the two extremities on the land side, which
gives greater security to vessels than would otherwise have been

procured. On the inside, about fifty yards (I write from memory)
from the centre, a circular fort is in process of construction, which

when completed will eOlllllland not only the two entrances to the
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Sound, but will also be able to distribute a stray shell among the
enemy's fleet when inside the breakwater.

Leaving this again, we sail for about two miles to the S."\V. until

we come to the Rame Head-nothing more than a landmark-and
finally steer "for the open sea," until after a stiff sail we arrive at
the Eddystone Lighthouse, distant fifteen miles from the Hoe.
Passing to leeward of it we tack, and keep her head well up to the
wind, so as to bring us to the other end of the breakwater, out
towards the Shag stone.

But where does all this smoke come from 1 Where else than
from a noisy paddle steamer, passing us on the starboard bow-not
a fine vessel of perhaps 1,000 tons, carrying her goodly cargo across
the Channel, or making for Dublin; but a small dirty green tug,
speeding on her errand, not for mercy but for money, in order to
reach that speck on the horizon, far beyond the Eddystone. Seeing
this craft thus hurrying along, we ponder what her business can be ;
and after thinking awhile come to the conclusion that, taking all
into consideration, when everything else has failed, we might set up
a tug, as a very lucrative if not a cleanly speculation. Yes, the
more we think it over, the more convinced do we become that there
is many a less lucrative position than that of the master of a steam
tug; and for several reasons :-first, because anyone may set up a
tug-secondly, because the license for plying one is little more than
that for an ordinary pleasure boat; thirdly and lastly (but of most
importance), because the master has it practically all his own way,
and can charge what he pleases.

Let us suppose a case common enough at every port. A heavy
sea is running, observing which the mastcr sets out with his tug, So
soon as he sees "a likely customer", on the horizon. He comes up
and speaks the ship, and asks if she wants to be towed to harbour.
The capta~n asks what is the fare for such and such a distance.
The master, regulating his answer according to the value of the
cargo, names something preposterous, which thc captain will not
agree to pay. The master then i=ediatcly replies that if the

captain will not let his ship be towed home, he shall go back and
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report to the agent for the Insurance Company that the ship A--,
Captain T--, passing up Channel, with a heavy sea running,
refused aid when offered. The captain knows full well, that how
ever much damage his ship or cargo may sustain after this, the
Insurance Company will not pay him one penny for compensation;
because "he refused aid when offered." The ship thus has no
alternative. On one occasion I heard of a case in which the master
of a tug demanded £150 for towing a ship fifty miles up Channel,
to London-and the captain actually paid £130. Again, the vessel
finds its own cable, or pays three shillings extra; and this seems
rather exorbitant on the part of the tug. One Sunday morning, for
example, while I was at Plymouth, five vessels of about 200 tons
each were towed, at once, by a single tug, from the Catwater to
some place up the river. Now although the tug made only one
excursion for the whole number, yet each ship paid the whole fare,
and each found its own cable. So that the cable of the first ship
(Le. from the tug to the first ship) had the weight of 1,000 tons
behind it; if it had broken, the owner would have been the loser.

Leaving the smoking dirty green tug to pursue her way to the
speck beyond the Eddystone, we soon arrive again at the foot of
the Hoe, having had as pleasant a trip at as pleasant a watering
place as there is to be found anywhere along the south coast.

ZACHARIAS SAL.
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ARE THE GERMAN DEMANDS ON FRANCE

EXCESSIVE 1

~HILE everyone is thinking and talking of the war, it may not

~ be amiss, though it needs some couragc, to try and cstimate

the position of things in France and to enquire into the views of

the chief actors concerned.
One thing is clear. English opinion, whether rightly or wrongly,

is shifting; and many who sympathized at first with Germany are
transfcning thcir sympathies to France. Nor is this true only of
those worthy people, in whom sympathy blinds judgment, and who,
while scorning to worship succcss, are yet so touched by failure and
all the misery it entails, that condemnation is changed into pity and

presently into approval. There is a large and increasing number of

persons in England, who contend that at Sedan Germany gained the

power to demand all she had a right to ask, and that what has been

done since, as well as what is now demanded, is excessive, wanton,
and immoral.

It will be easier to form a sober judgment if we try to realize,
however imperfectly, the actual feelings of Frenchmen and of Ger
mans, especially on the disputed point of a material guarantee for

the future. That she will have to pay heavily, in some way or
other, unless she can regain her lost laurels, all France acknowledges:

but she draws .the line at tenitory. Ships if you will; money if

you will; but not living men and women. France (it is urged),
rescued from the tight grasp of Imperialism,- repudiates Imperial

policy. It was not France that wished for war, it was a parcel of
adventurers, usurping her name and misusing her strength. .1{ow
France is struggling only to free her soil from the invader, as any
other nation worthy of the name would do. She offers to her enemy

what terms she can, short if dishonour, as the price of his depar
ture; and it would be dishonour to surrender Paris, "the joy of the

whole earth," into his hands, or to give up one inch of French soil.
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If biame attaches to either side in such a struggle, it must attach

to him who carries on the warfare after it has ceased to be necessary,
and openly announces his intention of flying in the face of modern

ideas by absorbing unwilling populations on the plea of self-preser
vation. Germany (it is added) has shewn herself strong to attack
and safe from attack. Is she bent also on proving her ambition and
lust of power 1

Such or something like these are the gTounds on which France
calls on Europe to admire her heroism and sympathize with her

sufferings. Admiration and sympathy she both has and will have
such as is rightly given to those who are brave to suffer. But it is
idle to affect that there is not another and a different side to the

question.
France (it might be answered) is inseparable from that Imperialism

in whose glitter and material prosperity she has taken pride for
eighteen years, and whose crimes all but a small and noble minority
condoned. Even if it be true that France at large desired peace

and only Paris and the large cities were eager for war, yet it was
the departments of France which forced Imperialism on the great

cities, and France is therefore ultimately responsible for a war which

was due to the spirit raised and fostered by Imperialism. If it be

said (as it is said) that Germany invited attack because she was so

clearly preparing for war, this may indeed be set down to the pene

tration of her rulers but scarcely to their discredit, without ignoring
facts. Before war was declared by France, Germany made conces

sions to the very verge of safety: and the return she met with was
insult. No one who read will easily forget the threats used by the
Duc de Grammont in the Corps Legislatif-the more insidious yet

not less dangerous opinion of M. Thiers, that France had done well
in all save her choice of the time to attack-the cynical frankness

of M. Rouher, who in the Emperor's presence declared that prepar

ations for war had been going on for four years-the insulting lan

guage of M. Bcnedetti to the King of Prussia-or the terms used
in his address to the soldiers by the originator of the Secret Treaty.

To extend the French frontier to the Rhine has been the dream of
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all Frenchmen for years, and is even still avowed in Paris, while

surrounded by German armies. The Rhine (it is urged) is her
natural frontier: and therefore sooner or later she must have it.

It will scarcely seem strange that a German who remembers (and
most Germans well know and remember) the history of the Rhine
provinces, should feel agWieved by such a claim and resolve to
withstand it. A river is an arbitrary not a natural frontier, pro
moting, not preventing communication. A chain of mountains may
possibly sometimes fall within the definition of a frontier that is
"natural"; and so may a sea, like the English channel; but the

nearest approach to it is language and nationality, though even this
may be pressed till it becomes an absurdity. In short, to draw the
boundary between two neighbouring nations, is a difficult matter

and cannot be decided on any single plea.
The Rhine is no more a natural frontier between France and

Germany than the Meuse, and in fact not nearly so much so. In
the Sixth Century, the country between the two rivers was wholly
German, in the hands of the Franks, as well as all modern France
which lies north of the Loire and the Rhone. In the Ninth Century,
'Francia' meant the whole district lying between the English

Channel and the rivers Danube and Theiss, ruled by a German

Emperor at Aachen. From the Tenth Century to the Seventeenth,
Elsass and Lothringen remained German still with a German popu
lation and a German tongue. And then in her hour of weakness,

after the terrible miseries of a thirty years' war, Germany yielded
up to France what now in her time of strength and union, she
hopes to reclaim, including the Imperial city of Strasburg, the

"key of the house", which Louis XIV treacherously seized in time

of peace!
It would seem that there are at least four alternatives as to the

disposal of the country lying between the Rhine and the Meuse,

or (more correctly) of Alsace and German Lorraine. First, the

'status quo ante bellum' which would leave to France her old
frontier and her foriresses, (including Strasburg) as before. But

this proposition it is either too late or too soon to discuss-too-
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late, as things now are, ~'hen both parties agree to consider it out

of the question: or too soon, because nothing but a total reverse
of fortune would induce the Germans even to think of it.

(2) The French themselves while declining to entertain the

question of a cession of territory, profess their willingness to
dismantle the fortresses of Alsace IJlld Lorraine, and to engage that

they shall not be re-built. Ought not Germany to be content with
this, forming as it would a sufficient guarantee against sudden
invasion in the future 1 Now whatever our own private opinions
may be, fairness demands that German opinion also on the subject

should have a hearing because the vast majority of a great and
cducltted nation do not usually agree on any question, unless they
feel strongly about it and have something to say in its defence.

And what they say is something like this, "France has long looked

with a jealous eye on the progress of Germany towards unity.
Failing other means, she armed to prevent it." A fortnight before
the German citizen army was ready, the French army was massed
upon the frontier: and nothing but an unforeseen circumstance

(now notorious to all the world), the hollow rottenness of the French
military system, prevented the invasion of Germany. It was an

able plan, badly carried out-a plan mainly possible, because based
upon the fortresses stretching from Strasburg to Thionville. How

the attack was foiled, we all know. Now quite independantly of all

other reasons he may have for keeping Alsace and Lorraine, the
German urges that such a settlement as the one proposed would

issue in nothing but suspicion on one side, and irritation on. the

other-Germany jealous and watchful, spying out evil intentions.
when there were none, and embryo forts in every barrack and station;
France defiant and angry, resentful of being watched, and sore with
defeat, eager for an opportunity to ignore the hated treaty.
'Vhatever happens, France will writhe under her disgrace: whatever

happens, Germany must be saved from the possibility of a repetition
of the dangers of July. Perhaps it is our own insular position and
immunity from similar attacks that makes us so slow to understand

the depth and reality of this apprehension: butthat itreally exists
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is unquestionable. The spring of the tiger is not the less formid

able because he is wounded.
(3) Or again the whole district between Switzerland and Rhenish

Prussia might be incorporated (say) with Switzerland or Holland,
or it might be neutralized and its neutrality guaranteed, thus raising
a barrier between the two grettt powers: but the objections to this

proposal are so weighty, in the absence of any enthusiasm in its

favour, as to put it out of court at once. Neither Switzerland nor
Holland desire the acquisition, nor could they defend it if they did:
and no nation in its senses could guarantee independence to such a

"middle kingdom" as is thus proposed, much less join in a united
guarantee. Such an arrangement would be purely temporary,

pending the convenience of powerful neighbours, inviting encroach

ment, and powerless for self-defimc:e.
Lastly, Germany might carry out her intention, and wrest Alsace

and part of Lorraine from France as the price of peace. To put the

matter in its worst light, such a measure would be transferring more

than a million souls from one jurisdiction to another without

consulting their wishes one way or the other, in order that Germany
may be secure from attack in the future. The whole of Alsace
would become German once more, and so much of Lorraine as
would be included within a curved line drawn from the frontier of
Luxemburg in front of Thionville, ~Ietz, Chateau-Salins, and St. Diey.
It is said, this would be a high-handed proceeding; but it is easier to
declaim against high-handed proceedings than it is to prove the possi

bility of an alternative course. It is absurd to imagine (a German

might argue) that a general rule can hold good under all conceivable
circumstances. It is to be presumed that Germans understand the

rights and interests of Germany, at least as well as other people:
and if the safety of Germany requires the cession of Alsace, that
safety can hardly be allowed to be imperilled, because Alsace wishes
to be neither French nor German, but Alsatian! And he might go
on to ask how in any case WE' proposed to learn the wishes of the
inhabitants-whether by a Plebiscite with its sham liberty of voting,

its wire-pullers and complaisant Prefets-a vote which given' yes'
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or 'no' is equally valueless! He would ask whether facts are not

as good proofs as votes-whether a city of 75,000 inhabitants, which

compelled its defenders to capitulate after a short bombardment,
when, on its own shewing, the losses in property did not amount to

£1 per head, and in lives to more than one in 300, could have been
very bitterly opposed to a re-union with the mother-country 1 He
would enquire whether we ourselves in these latter days have not
annexed populations, without consulting them, on the plea of self
defence, or would submit the question of the independence of
Ireland to a Plebiscite. He would insist that the exasperation of

France under defeat cannot well be diminished but may be' dis

armed: that what he fears from her is, not conquest, but attack

-attack prepared in secret, timed at her own convenience, and
resulting to his country in a complete dislocation of civil life and
pursuits, and in the ruin of thousands of families. What has been
once may be again: and since a nation cannot afford to go to war
every two or three years to protect its independance, Germany is
not only entitled but bound, in the interests of her children, to take

a material guarantee for peace in the future.
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CRICKET.

FIRST ELEVEN v. NEXT EIGHTEEN WITH BROOlllSTICKS.

This match was a very closely contested one, the Eleven only
winning by one run. 'rhe Eleven went in first, but were quickly

disposed of for 80 runs, Game and Twynam alone making any
stand, both playing well for their respective scores. For the eighteen
Pothecary hit well for his runs. The following is the score:

FIRST ELEVEN.

J. C. Heathcotc, c Fenwick, b Hall '" 2
W. H. Game, c' Joncs, b Fcnwick... 31
H. T. ~'wynam, c and b Fenwick 28
O. H. Channel', b Fenwick 0
C. C. Tancock, b Smith 0
L. E. Upcott, c Hall b Smith... 4
W. K. Weir, b Fcnwick 0
J. P. deWinton, b Smith.. 6
E. W. Wallington, run out... 3
H. Whitehead, c C. Whitehead, b Smith 1
H. A. Walsh, not out ... 1

Extras 4

Total... ... 80

In the 2nd Innings of the Eleven, Game scored (b Smith) 21, Heathcote
(b Smith) 0, Twynam (not out) 14, Channel' (not out) 3.

NEXT EIGHTEE)I'.

C. W. Whitehead, b Game... 5
E.. S.Hall, b Game ... g
E. P. Smith, b Weir .. , 5
W. Fenwick, b Game 5
A. J. deWinton, b Gan:;e... 1
E. Solly, Esq., bWeir 1
J. Tanner, b Weir... 8
D. Jones, c Heathcote, b Ga!lle 8
H. Williams, b Weir ... 7
T. Shettle, c Channel', b Game 10
C. K. Weir, not out 0
C. Pothecary, st. Heathcote, b Game... 13
P. T. Clarke, c Game, b Weir ... 5
J. Cockeram, b Game 6
1>r. Fortescue, b Game... 1
H. B. Bateson, run out ... 0
H. C. Cox, b Weir 2
H. Bellew, b Weir ... 0

Extras 2

Total... 79
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FIRST ELEVEN WITH BROOMSTICKS v. NEXT ELEVEN WITH BATS.

Oct. 6th. The second Eleven went in first, but did not give their
opponents much trouble, Smith, Fenwick, and Clark, alone reaching
a double figure. Heathcote and Game were the first to represent
the Eleven, and they were not separated until 54 was telegraphed,
of which 27 belonged to Heathcote, including a very fine on drive
for 6, the ball being hit over the wall by the National School.
Twynam now joined Game, and both got well in, punishing the
bowling most severely. At last, after many changes in the bowling,
Pothecary succeeded in taking Game's wicket, and in the next over
from Fenwick, Twynam shared the same fate. All the three who
went in played in very good form, and hardly let of any bad balls,
the fact that they spent little over an hour in making 173 runs bears
ample testimony to their hard hitting. Subjoined is the score :

FIRST ELEVEN.

J. C. Heathcote, b Fenwick ." .oo ... 27
W. H. Game, b Pothccary ... ... ... 70
H. T. Twynam, b Fenwick ... ... ... 57
L. E. Upcott, not ont .. , ... 0
H. "Whitehead, not out... ... ... ... 0
O. H. Channel.' }
W. K. Weir
E. W. Wallington d'd t .
J. P. deWinton 1 no go lu.

F. Edwards
H. Cockeram

Extras ... ... 19

Total 173

16
o
2
9

14
4
4
1
o
4
1

... 11
... 2

SECOXD ELEVEN.

E. P. Smith, b Weir ... ... ... ... ...
E. Solly, b Twynam... ... ...
C. Whitehead, c Game, b Weir... ... '"
C. E. Pothecary, b Weir... ... ... '"
W. A. Fenwick, b Twynam... ... 'oo ...

A. J. deWinton, 1b w, b Twynam... •..
J. Tanner, run ont ... ... ... ... ...
lIf. Fortescue, b Weir oo' ... ... • ..

T. Shettle, c Weir, b Twynam... ... ...
F. Bateson, not ont...
H. Harris, b Weir .
P. T. Clarke, c Cockeram, b Weir

Extras

Total ... ... 68
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REV. P. R. CLIFTON'S HOUSE v. THE DAY BOYS.
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This match was played on Oct. 14th and 21st, and proved a
victory for the Day Boys; they went in first and succeeded in
reaching 77, owing to some good play on the part of H. T. Twynaru,
Harris, and J. Tanner. Among Tanner's 16 we must not forget to
mention a fine drive for six, and a square leg hit for five. The
Cliftonians were first represented by J ones and Cockeram, who
played well for their runs, but no one else made any stand,
and their tenth wicket fell for 57, thus leaving them 20 behind
their opponents. H. T. Twynam's bowling proved very destructive
to the Cliftonians, for whom Cockeram bowled well throughout.
Subjoined is the score:

THE DAY Boys.

E, Tannel" st. Jones, b Cockeram
R. T. Finch, b Cockeram
A. Harris, c Taylor, b Jones
H. T. Twynam, b Cockeram ...
J. Tanner, b Cockeram
J. K. l\fyers, b Cory
E. S. Eade, b Coekeram
G. E. Twynam, b Coekeram ...
R. Tanner, b Coekeram
H. :fIL Twynam, not out ...
E. Warner, b Cory

Eriras

Total

1
o

... 20
11
16
7
o
o
1
3
4

14

77

REV. P. R. CLIFTO:;'S HOUSE.

D. Jones, b A. Harris ... ... 19
J. Coekeram, b H. T. Twynam 10
W.l\L Barnes, b H. T. Twynam... ... 0
T. H. Rhettle, c J. Tanner, b IT. T. Twynam 2
C. Hmnble, c and b IT. T. Twynam 9
H. Cory, b H. T. Twynam ... 1
H. Shettle, b H. T. Twynam ... 0
A. S. Johns, b H. T. Twynam ... ... .., 5
H. R. Vachell, b A. Hal'ris 4
F. Willeocks, b A. HaITis ... 4
J. E. V. Taylor, not out... ... ...... 0

Extras .. , 3

Total. .. 57
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THE ELEVEN.

We may congratulate ourselves on having had on the whole a
most successful cricket season. \Ve have had exceptionably good
weather for all our foreign mat(lhes. Of these, owing to circumstances
beyond our control, we have not been able to phy as many as
usual, but we have pleasure in stating that we have won the major
ity of those we have played, having come off victors in five matches
out of eight. The batting of the Eleven, this year, has been some
what above the usual standard, six members having succeeded in
reaching double figures in their averages. We wish we could say
the sam~ of th~ bowling, which has been very weak, owing to the
loss of three of our best bowlers at the end of last season. There
has been a marked improvement in the fielding of the Eleven
during the season, and we hope to see this most essential part of
cricket improve year by year.

We have now to lament the loss of our inestimable captain,
J. C. Heathcote, and also other members of the Eleven. It will be
long before we shall find one to fill the place of our captain, who
has kept the wicket most brilliantly for three successive seasons;
in C. C. Tancock, also, we have lost a most painstaking and improv
ing bat; and it will be long before we shall forget the slashing hits
of E. W. Holland, and the steady defence of L. E. Upcott.

The following is the list of the Eleven sent up to Mr. Lillywhite:

J. C. HEATHcoTE. Captain during the past season, in which
capacity he has given universal satisfaction; has been of the most
valuable service at the wicket; a Vel7 good and hard-hitting bat,
punishing loose bowling most severely, his on drives being especially
showy: average 15-18. Has left.

W. H. GAME. A dashing and most brilliant bat, his careful
defence is only surpassed by his free hitting, is equally distinguished
for his fine cuts as also for his leg hits; a good field anywhere; at

times a dangerous bowler: average 36-33.
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O. H. CH.\NNER. A very pretty and effective bat, has greatly
improved in his hitting, especially to leg; back-stop of the Eleven,
a very fair change bowler: average 15-6.

H. T. TWYXA~I. Has rendered the Eleven most signal service
during the season; has displayed an exceedingly fine defence, com
bined with great hitting powers particularly to the off, his cutting
being magnificent. Has bowled well in matches; a good field:
average 27-19.

E. W. HOLLAxD. Has unfortunately been prevented from playiI1g
much during the season owing to illness. A dangerous bat when
once in; a good field: average 7-5. Has left.

C. C.TAXCOCK. Has greatly improved in batting, his hitting to
leg being especially good; a good point : average 9-25. Has left.

L. E. UPCOTT. A very steady, painstaking bat; much improved
in fielding: average 7-6. Has left.

\V. K. WEIR. Bowler of the Eleven, and possesses a dangerous

break·back; has greatly improved in batting: average 8-I.
E. W. WALLINGTOX. An exceedingly pretty bat, with a most

stubborn defence, takes time over his runs; weak in the field:
average 10-21.

E. EDWARDS. Has shewn great promise of one day becoming an
excellent bat, but too fond of hitting; an improving field: average
14-16.

J. P. deWINTox. A very destructive bowler; a brilliant field
anywhere; room for improvement in batting: average 7-7.

The following are the number of wickets taken by bowlers of
the Eleven.

W. H. Game
W. K. Weir
H. T. Twynam
J. P. deWinton
W. Fenwick* ...

Out matches
38
35
8

6

In matches
228
107

28

32
58

Total

266
142

36
32
64

'* Has not played for the Eleven during the whole season.
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SCHOOL NEWS.

We are happy to be able to congratulate W. L. Hetherington, Esq.,
one of our Masters, on having 01tained a Fellowship at Trinity
College, Cam1ridge, in the election held the beginning of last month.

W. H. Game has be3n appointed Captain of the Games, vice J. C.
Heathcote, who for more than a year has most ably filled that office.

The Digby Examination for modern Languages, and Natural
Science has just taken place, but the result is not yet known, and
will be announced in our next.

J. C. Heathcote has matriculated at Oriel College, Oxford, and
R. C. Tuffnell at Exeter College.

FOOTBALL.

Oct. 8th and 11th...School-house v. The School. This was a very
well contested game, but resulted in a victory for the School-house
by one goal to none, kicked by Wilmot. For the School, we noticed
especially the play of Twynam, Philips, J ones, and Price.

Oct.13th ...Forms V A and IV A v. The School. Notwithstanding
the vigorous exertions of Game, Twynam, and C. and H. Whitehead
for the Forms, the School succeeded in kicking two goals, both by
Channel'. Tancock, Philips, and Channel', played up well for the
School.

Oct. 15th. This was the first Paper Chase of the season; the
meet was at the Marston Turnpike; Game, Twynam, and Jones
went as the foxes, and gave the hounds a very good run, the leaders
of whom came in some ten minutes after the foxes. The meet was
well attended, and the weather was exceedingly favorable.

Oct. 26th....A-J v. The rest of the Alphabet. In spite of the
unavoidable absence of Twynam, the Alphabet succeeded in kicking
three goals, all by H. Whitehead, to their adversaries' two, by Game
and Cory. The game was well contested throughout, each side

plflying up with unflagging vigour.
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THE DEBATI.NG CLUB.

COlrI1JIITTEE.
A. J. deWINToN, President. H. WILLIAMS.
J. TANNER, Vice.President. C. WHITEHEAD.
H. W. ~"DREW, Secretary.

Oct. 4th.-Proposed, A. J. deWinton ... " That our means of
defence are not in an efficient state."

Ayes. Noes.
""deWinton *Heathcote
""C. Whitehead *Tanner
""Hall *Tancock
""H. Whitehead *Williams
""Watkins Goodall
*Weir Spenser
Adams
Andrew
Hancock
Pulling
Wallington
Peren
St. Barbe
Venn

Octo 10th. Proposed, C. C. Tancock... " That the introduction
of the Ballot would not be unbeneficbl to the country."

Ayes. Noes.
*Tancock *Williams
j«Upcott *H. Whitehead
Venn *Tanner
Hancock *Adams
Watkins deWinton
Peren Andrew
Spenser C. Whitehead
Pulling Weir

Oct. 15th. Proposed, J. Tanner... " That the reign of the
Emperor Napoleon III was beneficial to France."

Ayes.
*Tanner
*Weir
*deWinton
*Watson
j«E. Sally, Esq.
Andruw

Noes.
*Adams
*H. Whitehcad
*p'cren
*Goodall
*C. Whitehead
*Watkins
*Hancock
Venn
Pulling
St. Barbe

An Asterisk is prejixea to the ?1<1me of every Member who spoke auring the Debate.
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At this meeting Messrs. Broadmead, Fenwick, Crawford, E. Tanner,
and "\Valsh, were duly elected members of the society.

E. Solly, Esq. who was present was kind enough to favour the
meeting with his views.

CORRESPONDENCE.

Dear :Mr. Editor,

Could not something be done to make it
easier to distinguish the sides at Football 1 To some this may seem
a very easy question, but let us take an instance: there is a "scrim
mage", some one catches hold of you, and after half killing or at
any rate considerably upsetting you, discovers you are on his side,
apologizes, and seizes some one else. Now it is not the pleasantest
thing in the world to be "knotted" by the adversaries' party, but
when it is your own side that you get collared by, I mnst say it is
rather annoying. This defect, I think, might well be remedied, by
each side wearing different coloured jerseys, one side blue (say),
and the other side white; a system which has been effectually
carried on in other public schools.

Hoping that something may be done in the matter,
I beg to remain,

Yours, etc.,
INJURED INNOCENCE.

SHERBORNE: Printed und Published by JAJIES ELLIS.
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CON TE N T S.

~G TO THE POL\'T •

FRO~1 HOMER.

.A DAY'S YACITTING AT PLYMOUTIT

ARE THE GERMAN DEMANDS ON ]j'RANCE EXCESSIVE?

CRICKET.

SCHOOL NEWS

FOOTBALL

DEBATING CLUB

CORRESPONDENCE

NOTICES TO CORRESPONDENTS.

• 81
• 85
• 8f)

• 91
• 97
• 102
- 102
• 103
.104

No contribution will be inserted' which is not the bona fide
production of some one who is, or has been, a member of the School.

No anonymous contributions will be accepted: but the full name.
must be enclosed.in a sealed envelope, which will not be opened if
the article be rejected.

. If an article is to be continued in successive numbers, the whole
is to be sent in at once.

N.B.-No contributions will be returned.

Declined with thanks-" The Loss of the Captain."

Reserved for further consideration-" Shooting in Cashmere."

Co'ntributors are requested to write legibly, and only on one side
of the paper.

PRINTED BY JAMES ELLIS, PAltADE, SHERBORNE.


